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Grouping by brightnessWe (1) introduce a primed ﬂanker task as an objective method to measure perceptual grouping, and
(2) use it to directly compare the efﬁciency of different grouping cues in rapid visuomotor processing.
In two experiments, centrally presented primes were succeeded by ﬂanking targets with varying stim-
ulus-onset asynchronies (SOAs). Primes and targets were grouped by the same or by different grouping
cues (Exp. 1: brightness/shape, Exp. 2: brightness/size) and were consistent or inconsistent with
respect to the required response. Subjective grouping strength was varied to identify its inﬂuence
on overall response times, error rates, and priming effects, that served as a measure of visual feedfor-
ward processing. Our results show that stronger grouping in the targets enhanced overall response
times while stronger grouping in the primes enhanced priming effects in motor responses. Also, we
obtained differences between rapid visuomotor processing and the subjective impression with cues
of brightness and shape but not with cues of brightness and size. Our ﬁndings establish the primed
ﬂanker task as an objective method to study the speeded visuomotor processing of grouping cues,
making it a useful method for the comparative study of feedforward-transmitted base groupings
(Roelfsema & Houtkamp, 2011).
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
1.1. Perceptual grouping
At all times, our visual system has to decipher the clutter of our
visual environment and organize its content into coherent units:
Object features have to be distinguished from their background
and must be bound together to form the basis of integrated percep-
tions. In this process of extracting objects from our visual environ-
ment, perceptual grouping is exceedingly important. It allows
grouping of different elements according to grouping cues, that is,
by their shared attributes or by even more complex rules.
Wertheimer (1923) most prominently described the classic
principles of perceptual grouping which are widely accepted today
(Wagemans et al., 2012). Speciﬁcally, he observed preferences of
observers to group stimuli that share the same color, shape, size,
or orientation (grouping by similarity), are spatially close (grouping
by proximity), move into the same direction (grouping by common
fate), are part of symmetric or closed shapes (grouping by symmetry,closure) or are aligned with each other (grouping by continuity).1 For
example, in an array of black and white elements, those of one color
tend to be grouped together, that is, to be perceived as belonging to
one common object or structure. In this way, perceptual preferences
of our visual system can identify not only separate single elements in
complex stimulus arrays but speciﬁc (and meaningful) patterns that
are deﬁned by grouped elements.1.2. Processing dynamics of different grouping principles
Research indicates that the processing of different grouping
cues varies fundamentally in its attentional demands (Behrmann
& Kimchi, 2003; Han & Humphreys, 1999; Han, Humphreys, &
Chen, 1999a; Kimchi & Razpurker-Apfeld, 2004) and in its time
course. Regarding the latter, it is, for example, typically found that
grouping by proximity occurs earlier and is more salient than
grouping by shape (e.g., Ben-Av & Sagi, 1995; Han, Humphreys, &
Chen, 1999a, 1999b; Quinlan & Wilton, 1998). This is supported
by event-related potential data which show that grouping by prox-er cues:
; Palmer,
Palmer &
10 F. Schmidt, T. Schmidt / Vision Research 88 (2013) 9–21imity elicits earlier neuronal activity than that by shape (Han, Ding,
& Song, 2002).
Generally, it seems that some forms of grouping and segmenta-
tion take place early, rapidly, and effortlessly, whereas others occur
later, consume time, and require controlled attentional processing
(e.g., Ben-Av & Sagi, 1995; Han et al., 2005; Kimchi & Razpurker-
Apfeld, 2004; Palmer, Brooks, & Nelson, 2003).2 In line with this,
a review of neuroimaging studies by Sasaki (2007) suggests that dif-
ferent types of perceptual grouping also involve different areas of the
visual processing stream. From this follows the necessity to investi-
gate the processing of grouping cues in comparison, looking for qual-
itative discrepancies and differences in processing speed.
Roelfsema (2006; Houtkamp & Roelfsema, 2010; Roelfsema &
Houtkamp, 2011; Roelfsema, Houtkamp, & Korjoukov, 2010) pro-
poses a distinction between two basic mechanisms: incremental
grouping and base-grouping. Incremental grouping refers to the
notion of a gradual spread of enhanced ﬁring rate. It relies on
recurrent processing between higher to lower visual areas, as well
as on lateral connections between neurons in the same area. It is a
relatively slow, serial process, with processing time increasing lin-
early with the number of elements to be grouped. Base-grouping
refers to feature extraction by multi-feature detectors during an
initial feedforward sweep of visual processing (Lamme &
Roelfsema, 2000). This form of perceptual grouping applies to
relatively simple features or feature combinations, is very fast, oc-
curs in parallel across the visual ﬁeld, and does not depend on
recurrent processing loops. It is fundamental for visual processing
because it occurs with all features for which tuned neurons are
found. In this paper, we are especially interested in such fast
and early grouping processes.
1.3. Subjective and objective measures of grouping
An important factor when comparing two grouping principles is
grouping strength, that is, the subjective saliency of the respective
grouping cue. For example, grouping by color varies with the sim-
ilarity of the colors by which elements are grouped. Choosing arbi-
trary stimuli that are grouped by different grouping principles
usually results in uncontrolled differences in grouping strength.
To overcome this problem, experimental methods can be used to
yield subjective or objective measures of grouping strength.
In the ﬁrst alternative, participants are presented with displays
in which elements are grouped by one or more grouping principles.
Then, the proportion of trials is identiﬁed in which different partic-
ipants report perceiving each possible grouping outcome (e.g.,
Hochberg & McAlister, 1953; Hochberg & Silverstein, 1956). Kubo-
vy, Wagemans, and colleagues used multistable dot lattices whose
strength of proximity grouping could be adjusted relative to other
dot-organizing principles (e.g., Claessens & Wagemans, 2008; Ku-
bovy, Holcombe, & Wagemans, 1998; Kubovy & van den Berg,
2008). This approach made it, for example, possible to formulate
a quantitative law where grouping strength decays exponentially
with increasing relative distance between dots (Kubovy, Hol-
combe, & Wagemans, 1998).
Kubovy & van den Berg, (2008) propose two strategies for quan-
tifying the subjective strengths of two grouping cues. The proxim-
ity-ﬁrst strategy ﬁrst measures the grouping strength of proximity
on its own and only then studies its relation to other grouping cues
(for a review and probabilistic model, see Kubovy & van den Berg,
2008). The trade-off strategy measures the strength of grouping
cues in terms of each other. For example, participants are pre-2 Kimchi and Razpurker-Apfeld (2004) pointed out that besides different tasks,
measures, and attentional conditions in different studies, comparisons of grouping
principles that actually differ in their processing demands could account for some of
the confusion in the ﬁeld of grouping research.sented with stimuli whose vertical elements are grouped by prox-
imity and horizontal elements by brightness. They then adjust the
level of brightness until the grouping of vertical and horizontal ori-
entation appears equally strong.
Because of the strictly phenomenal basis of these methods, it is
not possible to identify accuracy and response bias in individual
participants because there are no well-deﬁned physical criteria
that performance could be compared to (Palmer & Beck, 2007). In
an alternative approach, participants’ performance is speciﬁed in
terms of objective variables such as response times and error rates
(see Wagemans et al., 2012, for a discussion of subjective and
objective methods). Participants again respond to stimuli that are
arranged according to one or more grouping principles. It is possi-
ble to distinguish between a number of different experimental
methods. Well-known examples are approaches using conﬁgural
superiority effects (Pomerantz & Portillo, 2011; Pomerantz, Sager,
& Stoever, 1977), Garner interference (Garner, 1974), or the repeti-
tion–discrimination task (Palmer & Beck, 2007).
In the current study, we will complement a subjective measure
of grouping strength (a scaling task measuring the strength of two
grouping cues in terms of each other) with an objective, visuomo-
tor measure for comparing grouping strengths (a primed ﬂanker
task designed to compare different rates of base grouping). Even
though a few earlier studies that compared different grouping
principles with objective methods varied grouping strength (e.g.,
Han & Humphreys, 1999; Kimchi, 2000), they did not measure
the strength of grouping cues in terms of each other.
1.4. Comparing different rates of grouping: The primed ﬂanker task
Here, we (1) propose the primed ﬂanker task as a visuomotor
measure of grouping efﬁciency that can be applied especially for ra-
pid, parallel grouping processes, and (2) use it to compare three
grouping cues: brightness, shape, and size. The task is a variant of
the response priming paradigm (Klotz & Neumann, 1999; Klotz &
Wolff, 1995; Vorberg et al., 2003) where participants perform
speeded responses to one of two target stimuli which is immedi-
ately preceded by a prime stimulus mapped either to the same re-
sponse as the target (consistent prime) or to the alternative response
(inconsistent prime). Consistent primes speed responses to the tar-
gets whereas inconsistent primes slow responses. This response
priming effect increases with prime-target SOA at a rate depending
on the strength of the prime signal (e.g., its color contrast; Schmidt,
Niehaus, & Nagel, 2006; Vath & Schmidt, 2007). Response priming
has two crucial features that link it to feedforward processing.
Firstly, the motor effect of the prime is independent of subsequent
visualmasking from the target. This was illustrated by showing that
priming effects increase with prime-target SOA while the primes
remain completelymasked (i.e., outside visual awareness) (Vorberg
et al., 2003, 2004). Secondly, initial motor responses are strictly
time-locked to the prime and depend on features of the prime only,
but are independent of all features of the actual target, strongly sug-
gesting that prime and target are processed in strict sequence. This
was illustrated in the time course of lateralized readiness potentials
which represent an electroencephalographic measure of selective
preparation of right- or left-hand responses (Klotz et al., 2007; Vath
& Schmidt, 2007) and in the kinematic analysis of primed pointing
responses (Schmidt, Niehaus, & Nagel, 2006; Schmidt & Schmidt,
2009). Together, both properties suggest that response priming is
carried by sequential sweeps of feedforward processing elicited in
turn by primes and targets (rapid-chase theory, Schmidt, Niehaus,
& Nagel, 2006; for an overview see Schmidt et al., 2011). Response
priming has not only been demonstrated for basic features like col-
or or shape, but also for complex ﬁgural features like closure and
symmetry (Schmidt & Schmidt, 2013) and illusory contours (Sey-
dell-Greenwald & Schmidt, 2012).
Fig. 1. Stimuli and procedure in Exp. 1 and 2. Two primes and two ﬂanking targets
were presented in the sequence displayed. Participants responded to the targets’
orientations. Left panels: In Experiment 1, primes and targets were either grouped
by brightness or shape. The two primes (or targets) always were grouped by the
same grouping cue but were opposed to each other in their orientation (vertical or
horizontal stripes). Here, a consistent trial is shown, where primes are grouped by
brightness and targets by shape. Right panels: In Experiment 2, stimuli were either
grouped by brightness or size. In the displayed trial, primes and targets are
inconsistent, primes are grouped by brightness and targets by size.
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arrangement of primes and targets, grouped by the same or differ-
ent grouping cues, to allow these two cues to directly compete for
speeded motor control. Because the primed ﬂanker task measures
the earliest output of visuomotor processing, it qualiﬁes for com-
paring the relative efﬁciency of different base grouping cues. We
test the cues brightness, shape, and size because we assume that
all three are extracted during an initial feedforward sweep of visual
processing. We use a preceding scaling task to control for the sub-
jective grouping strengths of the different grouping cues.2. Experiment 1
2.1. General
We employed a primed ﬂanker task in which a pair of primes at
the center of the screen was succeeded by a pair of targets ﬂanking
the primes (Fig. 1). Primes and targets were grouped by either
brightness or shape into rows (horizontal orientation) or columns
(vertical orientation). Prime as well as target pairs always opposed
each other in their orientation. Participants indicated as quickly
and accurately as possible the side of the vertical target by pressing
a left or right key. Primes were consistent with the required re-
sponse (such that the vertical prime appeared on the side of the
vertical target), or inconsistent (switched). This spatial arrangement
should produce response priming effects, that is, faster responses
in consistent trials and slower responses in inconsistent trials.
Primes and targets were either grouped by the same cue (all by
brightness, all by shape) or by different cues. Grouping strength of
both cues was chosen on the basis of a preceding scaling taskwhere
participants were asked to adjust the luminance contrast in the
brightness stimuli until their perceived grouping strength was
equivalent to that of the shape stimuli, or to half or twice of it (ratio
production; Stevens, 1957).
This design has three major advantages. Firstly, it allows us to
study the impact of competing grouping principles on objective
measures of response activation (response times, error rates, and
priming effects in both these measures). Secondly, the task permits
a detailed analysis of the role of grouping strength and its interac-
tion with the grouping cues. Thirdly, the use of a speeded response
task allows us to compare two grouping cues that can both be as-
sumed to involve fast grouping processes (base grouping rather
than incremental grouping; Roelfsema, 2006).3 Note that in the present experimental paradigm, effects of spatial attention are
virtually ruled out (Schmidt, Haberkamp, & Schmidt, 2011). Firstly, participants were
instructed to maintain steady ﬁxation, a simple experimental manipulation that has
proven successful in comparable paradigms (e.g., Yantis & Jonides, 1990). Secondly,
the relevant target appeared equiprobably on the left and right side of ﬁxation such
that participants were discouraged from using ﬁxation strategies.2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Participants
Eight right-handed students from the University of Kaiserslau-
tern, Germany (4 female, 4 male, ages 21–24), with normal or cor-rected vision participated in the experiment for payment of € 8 per
hour. Participants were debriefed after the ﬁnal session and re-
ceived an explanation of the experiment. All of them gave informed
consent and were treated in accordance with the ethical guidelines
of the American Psychological Association.
2.2.2. Apparatus and stimuli
The participants were seated in a dimly lit room in front of a
CRT color monitor (1280  1024 pixels) with a monitor retrace rate
of 85 Hz at a viewing distance of approximately 70 cm. They re-
sponded with their left and right index ﬁngers via a standard key-
board. Stimulus presentation and timing was controlled by using
Presentation software (www.neurobs.com). Timing uncertainties
were generally smaller than 0.2 ms and different conditions did
not lead to differences in the performance of the program.
Stimuli grouped by brightness were 4  4 arrays of small
squares (array diameter: 1.82 of visual angle; single square diam-
eter: 0.34; 1 cm  0.82 of visual angle). Because the squares in
every second row or column shared the same luminance, stimuli
appeared to be oriented horizontally or vertically. Stimuli grouped
by shape were 4  4 arrays of small squares and crosses of the
same size, again appearing as oriented horizontally or vertically
(Fig. 1, lowermost left panel). Primes and targets were presented
on the left and right of the ﬁxation cross (diameter of 0.41;
85.50 cd/m2) against a dark background (0.28 cd/m2). The distance
between primes and ﬁxation cross matched the distance between
primes and ﬂanking targets (0.45).
2.2.3. Procedure: Scaling task
In each trial, participants were presented simultaneously with a
central prime and a ﬂanking target pair. Primes were grouped
either by brightness or shape and targets were grouped by the
respective other cue. Within each pair, the two primes and targets
had different orientations (Fig. 1, lowermost left panel).
Participants’ task was to adjust the luminance contrast of the
brightness stimuli until their grouping strength appeared as
equally strong (contrast = shape), half as strong (lower contrast) or
twice as strong (higher contrast) as the grouping strength of the
shape stimuli. In the beginning of each trial all elements of the
brightness stimuli had the same shade of gray, resulting in no
grouping (RGB values 128/128/128 = 22.80 cd/m2; RGB range of
[0.255]). Participants increased the contrast between element rows
(or columns) by pressing number 3 on the NUM keyboard, adding
one RGB unit to each second row (or column) and subtracting one
unit from the other rows (or columns). By pressing number 1 they
decreased the contrast again. They conﬁrmed their ﬁnal decision
by pressing the space bar. There was no time limit.
Each participant completed six scaling trials in each of the three
grouping strength conditions in randomized order. Brightness
stimuli were equally often presented at prime and target positions,
and primes and targets were equally often consistent or inconsis-
tent. At all times, participants had to focus on the ﬁxation cross.3
2.2.4. Procedure: Primed ﬂanker task
The primed ﬂanker task succeeded the scaling task. In each trial,
participants were ﬁrst presented with the central ﬁxation cross fol-
lowed after a variable delay by a central prime pair. The ﬂanking
target pair preceded primes at SOAs of either 24, 48, 72, or
96 ms. Primes and targets were either grouped by the same cue
Fig. 2. Results of the scaling task in Exp. 1. The bars denote for every participant the
difference between bright and dark squares (in terms of their RGB values or their
approximate luminances) that resulted from the respective scaling instructions. For
example, a difference value of 50 is obtained with RGB values of 153/153/153 for
the bright squares and 103/103/103 for the dark squares. The graph denotes
participants mean, error bars denote the standard error of the mean.
4 Errors represent those motor responses that are not only slowed down by
conﬂicting prime information but in which the prime was able to completely mislead
the entire response (Schmidt, Niehaus, & Nagel, 2006). Therefore, error rates give
important information about response activation by the prime.
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grouped by shape) or by different cues (bright primes – prime pair
grouped by brightness and target pair by shape, shape primes –
prime pair grouped by shape and target pair by brightness). Within
each pair, the two primes and targets had different orientations
(Fig. 1, left panels).
Participants’ task was to indicate as quickly and accurately as
possible the side of the vertical target by pressing a left or right
key (speeded 2-alternative forced choice decision). Primes were in-
structed to be ignored. Primes and targets were consistent or
inconsistent with respect to the required response. All stimuli re-
mained on screen until participants had ﬁnished their response.
The time interval from ﬁxation to target onset was constant at
1000 ms to allow for optimal preparation to the target; summary
feedback on response times and error rates was provided after each
block. All stimulus combinations of consistency, prime-target SOA,
prime grouping cue, and target grouping cue occurred equiproba-
bly and pseudo-randomly in a completely crossed repeated-mea-
sures design. Grouping strengths were varied block-wise based
on each participant’s average values from the scaling task. The
blocks were ordered such that each possible sequence of two
blocks appeared equally often. Overall, every participant per-
formed six 1-h sessions of the primed ﬂanker task, each consisting
of one practice block followed by 54 blocks of 32 trials, accumulat-
ing to a total of 10,368 trials per participant.
2.2.5. Data treatment and statistical methods
In the primed ﬂanker task, practice blocks and trials with re-
sponse times shorter than 100 ms or longer than 1000 ms or with
timing uncertainties larger than 1 ms were not analyzed. Those cri-
teria eliminated 0.22% of trials. Repeated-measures analyses of
variance (ANOVAs) were performed for mean response times and
error rates. All were fully-factorial with factors of prime-target
SOA (S), consistency (C), combination of grouping cues (GC), and
grouping strength (GS). Reported p values are Huynh–Feldt-cor-
rected. The priming effect is deﬁned as the difference between
mean response times or error rates in consistent compared to
inconsistent trials and is characterized by the factor consistency.
To analyze the data in more detail, planned repeated-measures
contrasts were calculated. We report F values with subscripts indi-
cating the respective effect (e.g., FCS for the interaction of consis-
tency and prime-target SOA), and denote statistical contrasts by
naming the two contrasted conditions (all bright, all shape, bright
primes, shape primes). All error rates were arcsine-transformed to
comply with ANOVA requirements.
2.3. Results and discussion
2.3.1. Scaling task
The results for each participant and scaling instruction are dis-
played in Fig. 2. In general, different participants were somewhat
disparate in their perception of relative grouping strengths, espe-
cially in the contrast = shape and higher contrast conditions. At the
same time they were very consistent in their judgments (cf. the
small standard errors across the six trials for each participant). In
all participants, the adjusted contrast values increased monotoni-
cally with instructed grouping strength. Both results indicate that
the scaling task is an adequate way to obtain reliable subjective
estimates of relative grouping strengths of the two grouping cues.
2.3.2. Primed ﬂanker task: Response times and error rates
All conditions generated stable response priming effects in re-
sponse times. An ANOVA with factors of prime-target SOA, consis-
tency, combination of grouping cues, and grouping strength,
conﬁrmed that in consistent trials participants responded consid-
erably faster compared to inconsistent trials [FC(1,7) = 46.80,p < .001]. This effect increased with increasing SOA
[FCS(3,21) = 23.73, p < .001]. As shown in Fig. 3, inconsistent trials
also produced more errors than consistent ones [FC(1,7) = 76.65,
p < .001] and this effect increased with increasing SOA as well
[FCS(3,21) = 26.46, p = .001].4 This was also true for individual par-
ticipants (response times: pC < .001 in eight out of eight participants;
error rates: pC < .001 in eight out of eight participants). The overall
error rate in Experiment 1 was about 11.43% of all trials.
In general, priming effects in both measures were strongly
modulated by the combination of grouping cues as well as their
relative grouping strengths [response times: FCGC(3,21) = 6.90,
p = .002, FCGS(2,14) = 10.54, p = .002; error rates:
FCGC(3,21) = 8.51, p < .001, FCGS(2,14) = 9.38, p = .003]. For direct
comparison, net priming effects are displayed in Fig. 4.2.3.3. Primed ﬂanker task: Grouping principles in direct competition
We compared the two grouping cues by examining the priming
effects in response times for different combinations within each
grouping strength condition. To rule out inﬂuences of the targets’
grouping cue, we contrasted those combinations with the same
targets but different primes.
In the lower contrast condition (Figs. 3 and 4, upper panels),
shape primes yielded stronger effects compared to brightness
primes when combined with shape targets [all shape vs. bright
primes: FCGC(1,7) = 28.13, p = .001]; this effect further increased
with SOA [FCSGC(1,7) = 5.70, p = .014]. In contrast, shape and
brightness primes yielded effects of the same magnitude when
combined with brightness targets [all bright vs. shape primes:
FCGC(1,7) = 1.13, p = .322].
When the grouping strength of both cues was perceived as
equal (Figs. 3 and 4, mid panel), this pattern was repeated: Again,
shape primes yielded stronger effects compared to brightness
primes when combined with shape targets [all shape vs. bright
primes: FCGC(1,7) = 11.42, p = .012]; this effect further increased
with SOA [FCSGC(1,7) = 7.05, p = .033]. On the other hand, shape
and brightness primes yielded effects of the same magnitude when
combined with brightness targets [all bright vs. shape primes:
FCGC(1,7) = .00, p = .971].
Fig. 3. Results of the primed ﬂanker task in Exp. 1. Panels show all possible combinations of grouping cues (columns) and the three different contrast conditions (rows). Each
panel displays mean response times (line plots) and error rates (bar plots) in consistent (white) and inconsistent (gray) trials as a function of prime-target SOA. Error bars
denote the standard error of the mean corrected for between-subjects variance (Cousineau, 2005; Loftus & Masson, 1994).
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stimuli were grouped by shape compared to all stimuli grouped
by brightness, priming effects were stronger in response times
[all bright vs. all shape: FCGC(1,7) = 12.40, p = .010] and by trend
in error rates [all bright vs. all shape: FCGC(1,7) = 5.39, p = .053].
Also, priming effects in response times were by trend larger with
shape primes and brightness targets compared to brightness
primes and shape targets [bright primes vs. shape primes:
FCSGC(1,7) = 5.49, p = .052]. Thus, although participants equal-
ized the cues’ subjective grouping strengths, in visuomotor pro-
cessing stimuli grouped by shape produced stronger priming
effects than those grouped by brightness. Note that this difference
is not a result of speed-accuracy trade-off because it was found in
response times as well as error rates, and both grouping cues pro-
duced similar levels of overall response times and error rates.
Finally, in the higher contrast condition (Figs. 3 and 4, lower pa-
nel), shape primes yielded stronger effects compared to brightness
primes when combined with shape targets [all shape vs. bright
primes: FCSGC(1,7) = 26.13, p = .001]. However, shape primes
yielded also weaker effects compared to brightness primes when
combined with brightness targets [all bright vs. shape primes:
FCGC(1,7) = 17.86, p = .004]. In other words, the increasedgrouping strength of the brightness primes compensated for the
processing disadvantage resulting in similar effects for both group-
ing cues. Put differently, the subjective grouping of the brightness
stimuli has to be much stronger than that of the shape stimuli to
drive priming effects with similar efﬁciency.
2.3.4. Primed ﬂanker task: The role of grouping strength
We examined the inﬂuence of subjective grouping strength (i.e.,
contrast modulation in brightness stimuli) on response times and
priming effects for each of the different prime-target combinations
(Figs. 5 and 6). Data were collapsed across SOA but larger priming
effects went along with longer SOAs throughout all conditions [re-
sponse times: all FCS(3,21)P 7.44, all p 6 .001; error rates: all
FCS(3,21)P 3.60, all p 6 .031]. This was also true for individual
participants (response times: pCS < .001 in six out of eight partic-
ipants; error rates: pCS < .001 in seven out of eight participants).
For overall response times (Fig. 5), we found a main effect of
grouping strength [FGS(2,14) = 21.54, p = .002] as well as an inter-
action of grouping strength and prime-target combination
[FGCGS(6,42) = 19.76, p = .002]. Tests of simple effects (conducted
for each prime-target combination separately) showed that when
targets were grouped by brightness, responses accelerated with
Fig. 4. Priming effects for the primed ﬂanker task in Exp. 2. Priming effects are deﬁned as the differences between mean response times or error rates in consistent compared
to inconsistent trials. Panels show all possible combinations of grouping cues (columns) and the three different contrast conditions (rows). Each panel displays priming effects
in mean response times (white) and error rates (gray) as a function of prime-target SOA. Error bars denote the standard error of the mean.
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FGS(2,14) = 20.38, p = .002; shape primes: FGS(2,14) = 23.59,
p = .002]. When targets were grouped by shape, responses were
also modulated by grouping strength, but this effect was much
smaller and limited to the lower contrast condition [brightness
primes: FGS(2,14) = 10.26, p = .007; shape primes:
FGS(2,14) = 11.12, p = .005]. Note that the latter effects are induced
by the block-wise contrast variation. In blocks where contrast was
lower, grouping was more demanding and as a result response
times were slowed down for all stimuli in that block. This was true
even when primes and targets were not varied in their grouping
strength (i.e., when both were grouped by shape).
Priming effects in response times (Fig. 6) were modulated by
both prime-target combination [FCGC(3,21) = 6.98, p = .002] and
grouping strength [FCGS(2,14) = 10.25, p = .002]. The interaction
of all three factors did not reach signiﬁcance
[FCGCGS(6,42) = 2.21, p = .091].
When primes and targets were both grouped by brightness,
priming effects increased monotonically with their grouping
strength [FCGS(2,14) = 17.22, p = .004]. This pattern developed inthe same direction with brightness primes combined with shape
targets but was not signiﬁcant [FCGS(2,14) = 1.06, p = .370]. When
primes were grouped by shape, priming effects were not systemat-
ically inﬂuenced by prime grouping strength [shape targets:
FCGS(2,14) = 1.16, p = .342; brightness targets: FCGS(2,14) = 1.86,
p = .193].
Together, these analyses suggest an appealing principle: Overall
response times depend primarily on grouping strength of the tar-
gets but not of the primes, while priming effects depend primarily
on grouping strength of the primes but less so on grouping
strength of the targets.3. Experiment 2
3.1. 1 General
In Experiment 2, our task was further tested with the grouping
cue of size. Equivalently to Experiment 1, participants performed a
Fig. 5. Response times for the primed ﬂanker task in Exp. 1. The four graphs display
the mean response times as a function of grouping strength for the four different
grouping cue combinations of primes and targets. Error bars denote the standard
error of the mean corrected for between-subjects variance (Cousineau, 2005; Loftus
& Masson, 1994).
Fig. 6. Response time priming effects for the primed ﬂanker task in Exp. 1. The four
graphs display the mean priming effects as a function of grouping strength for the
four different grouping cue combinations of primes and targets. Error bars denote
the standard error of the mean corrected for between-subjects variance (Cousineau,
2005; Loftus & Masson, 1994).
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with brightness stimuli.
3.2. Methods
3.2.1. Participants
One left-handed and seven right-handed students from the Uni-
versity of Kaiserslautern, Germany (3 female, 5 male, ages 21–25),
with normal or corrected vision participated in the experiment for
payment of € 8 per hour. Participants were debriefed after the ﬁnal
session and received an explanation of the experiment. All of them
gave informed consent and were treated in accordance with the
ethical guidelines of the American Psychological Association.
3.2.2. Apparatus and stimuli
Apparatus, stimuli, and their arrangement were the same as in
Experiment 1, except that shape stimuli were replaced by size
stimuli. Those were deﬁned by 4  4 arrays of squares, half of them
the size of the brightness stimuli (diameter of 0.34; 22.80 cd/m2),
half of them smaller (diameter of 0.16; 22.80 cd/m2). Again, stim-
uli appeared to be oriented horizontally or vertically.
3.2.3. Procedures: Scaling task and primed ﬂanker task
The scaling and the primed ﬂanker tasks were identical to
Experiment 1 except that size stimuli replaced the shape stimuli
(Fig. 1, right panels).3.2.4. Data treatment and statistical methods
Data treatment and statistical analyses were identical to those
in Experiment 1. Outlier exclusion eliminated 0.10% of trials.3.3. Results and discussion
3.3.1. Scaling task
The results are displayed in Fig. 7. Again, the participants dif-
fered markedly in their perception of relative grouping strengths
but were very consistent in their respective judgments. Also, the
adjusted contrast values increased monotonically with instructed
grouping strength. As in Experiment 1, the results of each partici-
pant were used to deﬁne the stimuli grouped by brightness in
the primed ﬂanker task.3.3.2. Primed ﬂanker task: Response times and error rates
As in Experiment 1, all conditions generated stable response
priming effects in response times and error rates that increased
with SOA [response times: FC(1,7) = 42.48, p < .001;
FCS(3,21) = 37.52, p < .001; error rates: FC(1,7) = 28.98, p = .001;
FCS(3,21) = 27.69, p < .001]. Again, these priming effects were
strongly modulated by variations in grouping cues and their rela-
tive grouping strengths [response times: FCGC(3,21) = 4.51,
p = .050; FCGS(2,14) = 11.76, p = .001; error rates: FCGC(3,21) =
Fig. 7. Results of the scaling task in Exp. 2. For speciﬁcations see Fig. 2.
16 F. Schmidt, T. Schmidt / Vision Research 88 (2013) 9–2119.30, p < .001; FCGS(2,14) = 24.65, p < .001] (Fig. 8). This was also
true for individual participants (response times: pC < .001 in eight
out of eight participants; error rates: pC < .001 in eight out of eight
participants). The overall error rate in Experiment 2 was about
9.59% of all trials.Fig. 8. Results of the primed ﬂanker task i3.3.3. Primed ﬂanker task: Grouping principles in direct competition
Again, we compared both grouping cues by examining the
priming effects in response times for different combinations within
each grouping strength condition. For direct comparison, net prim-
ing effects are displayed in Fig. 9.
In the lower contrast condition (Figs. 8 and 9, upper panel), size
primes yielded stronger effects compared to brightness primes
when combined with size targets [all size vs. bright primes:
FCGC(1,7) = 18.32, p = .004] and this effect increased further with
SOA [FCSGC(1,7) = 29.97, p = .001]. In contrast, size and bright-
ness primes yielded effects of the same magnitude when combined
with brightness targets [all bright vs. size primes:
FCGC(1,7) = 1.60, p = .247]. This pattern resembles the results of
Experiment 1.
When the grouping strength of both cues was perceived as
equal (Figs. 8 and 9, mid panel), size primes yielded stronger ef-
fects compared to brightness primes when combined with size tar-
gets [all size vs. bright primes: FCGC(1,7) = 9.59, p = .017] and this
effect further increased with SOA [FCSGC(1,7) = 4.14, p = .035].
Size and brightness primes yielded effects of the same magnitude
when combined with brightness targets [all bright vs. size primes:
FCGC(1,7) = 4.22, p = .079]. Again, this resembles the results ofn Exp. 2. For speciﬁcations see Fig. 3.
Fig. 9. Priming effects for the primed ﬂanker task in Exp. 2. For speciﬁcations see Fig. 4.
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magnitude for brightness primes and targets compared with size
primes and targets [all bright vs. all size: FCGC(1,7) = 1.66,
p = .238]. Also, priming effects were not different for brightness
primes combined with size targets and size primes combined with
brightness targets [brightness primes vs. size primes:
FCGC(1,7) = .10, p = .757]. Thus, when grouping strengths were
perceived as equally strong neither one of the two grouping cues
was consistently producing stronger priming effects in visuomotor
processing.
Finally, in the higher contrast condition (Figs. 8 and 9, lower
panel), size primes again yielded stronger effects compared to
brightness primes when combined with size targets [all size vs.
bright primes: FCGC(1,7) = 6.07, p = .043], increasing with SOA
[FCSGC(1,7) = 4.33, p = .016]. In contrast, size and brightness
primes yielded effects of the same magnitude when combined
with brightness targets [all bright vs. size primes:
FCGC(1,7) = 4.63, p = .068]. Thus no systematic difference was
found between priming effects induced by brightness and size
groupings.3.3.4. Primed ﬂanker task: The role of grouping strength
In Figs. 10 and 11, response times and priming effects in re-
sponse times for the different prime and target combinations are
displayed as a function of grouping strength. Again, data were col-
lapsed across SOA for these analyses; however, increasing SOAs al-
ways increased priming effects [response times: all
FCS(3,21)P 5.48, all p 6 .034; error rates: all FCS(3,21)P 17.35,
all p 6 .001 and FCSGS(6,42) = 4.24, p = .008]. This was also true
for individual participants (response times: pCS < .001 in eight
out of eight participants; error rates: pCS < .001 in eight out of
eight participants).
For overall response times (Fig. 10), we found main effects of
prime-target combination [FGC(3,21) = 6.99, p = .021] and grouping
strength [FGS(2,14) = 52.25, p < .001], as well as an interaction of
both factors [FGCGS(6,42) = 28.14, p < .001]. Tests of simple effects
(conducted for each prime-target combination separately) showed
that when targets were grouped by brightness, response times
accelerated with target grouping strength [brightness primes:
FGS(2,14) = 49.84, p < .001; size primes: FGS(2,14) = 45.73,
p < .001]. When targets were grouped by size, responses were
Fig. 10. Response times for the primed ﬂanker task in Exp. 2. For speciﬁcations see
Fig. 5. Fig. 11. Response time priming effects for the primed ﬂanker task in Exp. 2. For
speciﬁcations see Fig. 6.
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FGS(2,14) = 13.09, p = .002; size primes: FGS(2,14) = 12.23,
p = .006]. Again, this effect was considerably smaller and limited
to the lower contrast condition, reﬂecting the more demanding
grouping in these blocks and replicating the ﬁndings of
Experiment 1.
Priming effects in response times (Fig. 11) were modulated by
trend by prime-target combination [FCGC(3,21) = 4.33, p = .056]
and by grouping strength [FCGS(2,14) = 11.63, p = .001]. The inter-
action of all three factors did not reach signiﬁcance
[FCGCGS(6,42) = 1.70, p = .145].
With brightness primes, priming effects were smaller with low-
er grouping strength, independently of the targets [brightness tar-
gets: FCGS(2,14) = 8.77, p = .004; size targets: FCGS(2,14) = 11.89,
p = .001]. With size primes, priming effects were not modulated
by prime grouping strength when combined with size targets [size
targets: FCGS(2,14) = 2.20, p = .173] but that effect was signiﬁcant
when size primes were combined with brightness targets [bright-
ness targets: FCGS(2,14) = 4.39, p = .033]. Note, however, that this
effect seems to rest on a single data point (lower-contrast condi-
tion, consistent trials, longest SOA) that has somewhat elevated er-
ror variance, so we have reasonable doubt that the effect is
replicable.
In sum, these analyses support the conclusion from Experiment
1 that overall response times depend on grouping strength of the
targets but not of the primes, while priming effects depend primar-
ily on grouping strength of the primes but less so on grouping
strength of the targets.3.4. Synopsis of the results in Experiments 1 and 2
Overall, Experiments 1 and 2 showed strong modulations of re-
sponse times, error rates, and priming effects by the combinations
of grouping cues and their respective grouping strengths. In Exper-
iment 1, shape primes produced larger priming effects even when
the subjective grouping strength of both cues was equalized. Only
when the grouping strength of the brightness primes was further
increased, they led to priming effects of similar magnitude as those
induced by shape primes. In Experiment 2, priming effects with
size primes did not differ from those with brightness primes. To-
gether, the two experiments suggest a useful rule of thumb:
Grouping strength of the primes mainly determines the magnitude
of the priming effects, whereas grouping strength of the targets
mainly determines the overall response times.
4. General discussion
We used a primed ﬂanker task with a concomitant scaling task
to compare the visuomotor processing dynamics of different
grouping cues under conditions of controlled subjective grouping
strengths. Our results establish the task as a new objective method
to compare different principles of fast, automatic grouping, linking
the feedforward dynamics of the grouping processes to the feedfor-
ward activation of associated motor responses. In addition, our
data clearly show that comparisons between different grouping
principles are extremely difﬁcult to interpret if nothing is known
about the relative grouping strengths.
5 At ﬁrst glance, this seems to be in contrast to an earlier study by Ben-Av and Sagi
(1995) in which participants indicated the orientation of masked grouping arrays and
that yielded similar results for grouping by brightness and shape. However, while our
ﬁndings relate to the speed of processing of different grouping cues, those of Ben-Av
and Sagi (1995) relate to the efﬁciency of their identiﬁcation.
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subjective grouping strength before comparing different grouping
cues. It is easy to implement, produces reliable individual esti-
mates of relative grouping strength, and avoids mismatches be-
tween tasks (by using the same stimulus settings as in the
primed ﬂanker task). Secondly, the primed ﬂanker task produced
large and reliable priming effects in response times and error rates
that increased with prime-target SOA, and more importantly,
strongly depended not only on the relative grouping strengths of
primes and targets but also on the respective cues that grouped
them. Therefore, obtained priming effects are suited to trace out
the visuomotor processing dynamics of different grouping cues
over the course of the prime-target SOA.
The primed ﬂanker task is an objective measure of grouping an-
chored in the domain of visuomotor processing and in that respect
comparable to the repetition discrimination task by Palmer and Beck
(2007). In that task, participants have to detect a pair of repeating
elements in a row of alternating shapes as quickly as possible, and
the resulting response times depend strongly on whether or not
the repeated element pair is grouped by some grouping cue. This
effect was, for example, demonstrated for grouping by common re-
gion, connectedness, proximity, and similarity of color (Beck & Pal-
mer, 2002; Palmer & Beck, 2007). However, the repetition
discrimination task is not suitable to directly investigate the role
of grouping strength and compare different grouping principles
in rapid visuomotor processing. In contrast, our results shed fur-
ther light on both.
Our experiments reveal a number of commonalities, but also
some discrepancies, regarding the processing of the grouping cues
studied here. As a rule of thumb, for all grouping cues, increases in
grouping strength in the targets lead to faster response times, and
increases in grouping strength in the primes lead to larger priming
effects (similar relationships between grouping strength and pro-
cessing speed were reported by Han & Humphreys, 1999; and Kim-
chi, 2000). Such behavior is in accord with simple feedforward
models of response priming, which explain priming effects by
sequential response activation that occurs in turn by primes and
targets. For instance, in the model proposed by Vorberg et al.
(2003), a prime consistent with the subsequent target activates
the correct response ahead of the target, whereas an inconsistent
prime would lead to activation of the incorrect response that
would need to be counteracted by the target (e.g., Vorberg et al.,
2003). This model directly predicts that stronger prime signals
should augment priming effects by deepening the response con-
ﬂict, while stronger target signals should speed the overall re-
sponse times.
All of the grouping cues yield fast response times similar to
choice responses to simple color or shape stimuli (e.g., Schmidt,
2002), and they are all able to induce rapid visuomotor activation
(i.e., response priming effects). This suggests that those groupings
are extracted in a highly automatic fashion and are implemented
by base-grouping mechanisms, that is, feedforward feature extrac-
tion, rather than incremental grouping, that is, a time-consuming
spread of enhanced ﬁring rates (Roelfsema, 2006). This is sup-
ported by the fact that our task asked for the processing of local
groupings and not for their transitive combination, that is, a chain
of local groupings that would result in incremental grouping (cf.
Roelfsema & Houtkamp, 2011). Also, Wannig, Stanisor, and Roelf-
sema (2011) tested the visual processing of stimuli similar to ours
in monkey visual cortex and found a rapid spread of neuronal
activity according to grouping by color similarity, consistent with
a base grouping account.
Although all grouping principles studied here seem to involve
base grouping, the primed ﬂanker task is able to assess their pro-
cessing efﬁciency in comparison. Indeed, Experiment 1 reveals that
grouping by shape produces stronger priming effects than group-ing by brightness. Only when the perceived grouping strength of
the brightness stimuli is much stronger than that of the shape
stimuli, the size of priming effects reaches similar levels. This is
not the case for size, the grouping cue in Experiment 2: With sub-
jective grouping strengths equalized, the obtained priming effects
are of similar magnitude.
This pattern of ﬁndings allows for two alternative interpreta-
tions. First, it might demonstrate a precedence in visuomotor pro-
cessing of shape groupings over brightness and size groupings
under conditions of equalized grouping strength. Second, it might
demonstrate a dissociation between the subjective impression of
grouping strength and the objective modulation of priming effects
in speeded responses.
The ﬁrst interpretation would provide further evidence for the
notion that grouping is not a unitary process but that the process-
ing of different grouping cues varies in critical aspects such as
attentional demands or time course (e.g., Kimchi & Razpurker-Ap-
feld, 2004; Palmer, Brooks, & Nelson, 2003; Sasaki, 2007). More
speciﬁcally, we might assume that the grouping cues of size and
brightness are processed less efﬁciently than grouping by shape.
To our knowledge, our primed ﬂanker task is the ﬁrst to demon-
strate such differences in the processing of different forms of
grouping by similarity.5 On a neurophysiological level, it is well
known that the neuronal translation of visual shape or contour infor-
mation differs considerably from that of surface brightness (e.g.,
DeYoe & Van Essen, 1988). In agreement with our ﬁndings, the pro-
cessing of (even complex) contours or shapes can be implemented
within a feedforward architecture (e.g., Riesenhuber & Poggio,
1999; Roelfsema & Houtkamp, 2011). Also, evidence from masking
and neurophysiological studies supports the notion of a fast process-
ing of contour information and a slower one of surface/lightness
information (Arrington, 1994; Breitmeyer et al., 2006; Lamme,
Rodriguez-Rodriguez, & Spekreijse, 1999). Thus, the visual system
ﬁrst makes use of contour or shape information, which consequently
exerts a stronger inﬂuence on early processes, that is, yields larger
priming effects. Later on, by ﬁlling-in processes, brightness informa-
tion becomes accessible and may be incorporated into perceptual
grouping processes.
The alternative interpretation would imply that it is not possi-
ble to directly compare subjective and objective measures, even
if both refer to the same stimuli. In keeping with the experimental
literature on masked priming, we propose that the physical param-
eters that determine grouping strength affect both the early visuo-
motor response to the stimulus and the later subjective impression
formed about the stimulus. However, even though we ﬁnd that
both these output systems are sensitive to this aspect of the stim-
ulus, there is no guarantee that grouping strength is represented in
both systems in the same way. This leads to an important caveat to
our approach: Equating different stimulus features for their subjec-
tive impression of grouping strength does not necessarily imply
that the features are also equated in the visuomotor system. Con-
versely, it is an open question whether physical parameters leading
to identical effects in an objective priming measure would lead to
the same subjective impression of grouping strength. Note that this
applies to all objective measures of grouping strength and does by
no means diminish their explanatory power in the study of group-
ing processes.
In conclusion, the primed ﬂanker task was introduced as a new
objective method to compare grouping cues in their impact on fast
visuomotor processing. The current results once again demonstrate
20 F. Schmidt, T. Schmidt / Vision Research 88 (2013) 9–21the fundamental role of grouping strength for the processing of
grouping cues and disclose speciﬁc processing characteristics of
different similarity cues. First, grouping strength strongly modu-
lates the amount to which a grouping cue inﬂuences speeded vis-
uomotor processing. Second, we found that even with the
subjective grouping strength equalized, grouping by shape still
has a stronger impact on rapid visuomotor processes than group-
ing by brightness.Acknowledgments
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